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DISCLAIMER AND LEGAL NOTICES: The content of this guide is for informational purposes only
and is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any condition or disease. The guide
contains opinions, ideas and anecdotes from its author and is intended to provide inspirational,
aspirational and informational resources regarding the subjects it addresses. These are the views
and opinions of the author alone and have not been verified, approved or endorsed by any third
party or any manufacturer of any products referenced in this guide. The author strives to provide
accurate information based on available research, education and practice over the years. As
information within healthcare is constantly being updated and refined, reader understands that
new research and information may come available, thus making some information outdated or
inaccurate. Additionally, many of the author’s opinions are subject to interpretation. Reader
understands that this guide is not intended as a substitute for consultation with a licensed
practitioner. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserves the right to
alter and update his opinion based on the new conditions. While every attempt has been made to
verify the information provided in this guide, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners/endorsers
assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any misrepresentations of people
or organizations are unintentional.

The author disclaims any and all responsibility for injury, damage or loss that the reader may incur
as a direct or indirect consequence from following any suggestions within the guide, book,
website or any other products related to this material. If you have a health concern, please consult
with your own medical physician, chiropractic doctor or other appropriate healthcare provider
regarding the suggestions and recommendations made in this book. 

The use of this guide implies your acceptance of this disclaimer.

AFFILIATE DISCLAIMER. Some of the links, resources and bonuses in this guide may be affiliate
links, which means that the author may earn commissions if you choose to buy from that vendor
or supplier. Author may also receive discounts or compensation on products he has reviewed
throughout. The author only promotes products and services that he believes are in his readers’
best interest and not based on commission amounts. These are essentially his favorites that he
would (or does) use in his own household. Additionally, the author has done his best to negotiate
the best prices that the vendor or supplier will allow to provide his readers with the greatest
savings.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this guide may be modified or altered in any form
whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational
storage or retrieval system without express written, dated and signed permission from the author.

D.R.E.A.M. Wellness® is a United States registered trademark. All rights reserved.
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This guide is a bonus supplement to go with Chapter
6-3 "Adequate Sleep" in the book, DREAM Wellness:
The 5 Keys to Raising Kids for a Lifetime of Physical
and Mental Health. 

If you do not have a copy, you can order your Kindle
or printed version now at
www.DREAMWellnessBook.com.
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More than half of American
adults say they experience
sleep problems on a regular
basis, but you don't have to
be one of them. The things
you do before bed can
determine whether you toss
and turn or get a good
night's sleep. Learn how to
create bedtime rituals that
will have you waking up
every morning feeling
refreshed and restored.
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Turn down the lights. Exposure to light causes your body to produce hormones
that increase alertness, while darkness does the opposite. Turn off the TV and
computer screens at least an hour before bedtime, and draw the shades.

Slow down. Many individuals find that exercising late in the day disrupts their sleep.
Devote your evenings to gentler activities, such as knitting or reading to your kids.
 
Have a snack or treat. Certain foods and beverages promote sleep. Eat a light
snack with protein and healthy carbohydrates, like an unsweetened whole grain
cereal with almond milk. Treat yourself to a cup of chamomile tea. Avoid sugar,
caffeine and alcohol close to bedtime.

Apply a fragrance. Lavender is an age old remedy for insomnia. Keep a lavender
plant on your nightstand. Sprinkle a few drops of lavender oil on a cotton ball and
slip it inside your pillowcase. Vanilla has similar effects.

Give yourself a massage. Indulge in a self massage. Use one foot to rub the other.
Soak your hands in warm water. Gently rub each finger from the base to the tip.
Move your thumb in circles on the palm of the opposite hand.

Warm up. Raising your body temperature induces drowsiness. Take a hot bubble
bath or slip underneath a heavy blanket.

Get into position. Sleep positions can work for or against you. If lying on your
stomach is causing back troubles, place yourself on your back as soon as you get
into bed. It will gradually become automatic.

Treat aches and pains. It's hard to relax when your body is sore. Try to do what
you can to feel more body comfort before getting into bed.

Block out noise. Intrusive noises are everywhere, from car alarms in the city to
crickets in the country. Turn on a fan or listen to a white noise machine to help you
block out the noise.
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Bedtime Rituals for Your Body
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Suspend daily concerns. What if you get to bed on time, but lie awake worrying
about your credit card bills or tomorrow’s meeting at work? Resolve to let go of
distractions so you can sleep better. Keep a notepad and pencil by your bed... if you
get thoughts of genius or remember something important, jot it down so it doesn't
stay on your mind all night long.

Meditate, pray or BrainTap. Meditation and prayer may be just what you need to
guide your mind towards sleep. Relax and focus on virtuous thoughts. BrainTap can
retrain your brain to help you relax, fall asleep and stay asleep.

Engage in something monotonous. For some people, boredom is the preferred
solution. Before getting into bed, organize your sock drawer or read through the
manual that came with your car. If you're still feeling wired, count sheep or recite
multiplication tables to yourself.

Play a lullaby. Music is so effective at putting babies to sleep that there’s a whole
category of songs for this purpose. Music is an approach you can still use when you
get older. You might like Mozart or soft jazz.

Create a trigger. Your mind and body is closely connected. Any object or practice
can make you drowsy if you learn to associate it with sleep. Put on a pair of soft
flannel pajamas when you're ready to retire for the night. Go ahead and hug your
teddy bear.
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Bedtime Rituals for Your Mind
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